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I always enjoy stopping by the Mori Art Museum to see the latest exhibitions — you can 
see me and my colleagues here hanging in virtual peril at Leandro Erlich’s “Seeing and 
Believing” exhibition, which is going on right now! MGM Resorts Japan is proud to be 
a corporate member of the Museum. In April 2018 there will be an especially important 
exhibition — “Japan in Architecture: Genealogies of its Transformation” — and I can’t wait 
for the opening.

Japanese architecture has been hugely influential in the world, and it continues to evolve 
and influence in new ways. Just one example — The aesthetic of the Japanese garden is 
now part of the global landscape and architectural aesthetic. Traveling around Japan I 
love to see great examples of Japanese architectural design. I am fascinated by the work 
of architects in the Meiji and Taisho era who designed buildings in the Western style — 
their encounters with the West are stories in themselves. With 2018 marking the 150th 
anniversary of the Meiji Restoration, with lots of activities planned, I will post photos and 
comments on architectural gems I see, particularly from the Meiji Era. Here I have posted 
a photo from a recent visit to Osaka.

Osaka City Central Public Hall



The Osaka City Central Public Hall, with its wonderful red brick and Neo-Renaissance 
style. OK, it was completed in 1918, after the Meiji Era ended, but close enough…I was 
intrigued to read that the wealthy Osaka businessman who funded the project, Einosuke 
Iwamoto, was influenced by a visit to the United States, where he was impressed by the 
spirit of civic responsibility to promote the arts. We are Official Partners of Japan’s bid for 
Osaka Expo 2025 and we believe Osaka and the Kansai region would be a great host.

I have some travel planned around Japan over the next month, so if you have suggestions 
on where to go to see the best and most interesting in Japanese architecture, please let 
me know! I in turn will let you know what I find.
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